
 

    ‘Creathon’ | Hobby Club Committee 2020 

YouTube Live Event held on 23rd September 2020, 5.30 PM 

 

 
In this unprecedented time where one needs to unplug from worries and relax, Hobby 

Club Committee for Academic Year 2020-2021 started with a mesmerizing and crisp 

oil pastel artwork event creating a lively atmosphere. Hobby Club Committee has 

always aimed at broadening the spectrum of creativity and invites professional artists 

from various domains like art, music, drama and much more which encourages 

aspiring artists. 

 

 

The event had a fabulous start with introduction of artist given by the host Ms. Ishita Tambat, our 

student from 3rd Year Computer Engineering.  

 

Live Demo session 

 
Manjiri Manjrekar, our alumni presented a beautiful piece of art using oil pastel colours the theme for 

which was Rainy Day. Talking about her art the technique used was unlike blending technique and even 

non-artists could give it a try. Manjiri started with drawing rough outlines and slowly moved to do 

detailing with different shades like red for shadows, green for trees and so on. She later on used graphite 

pencil for more adding more depth to drawing and white gel pen for extra detailing. To speed up the 

drawing process she had 8 pre-ready stages of her drawing by which she showed how to draw step by 

step. 

 

she also answered the few questions raised by audience in comment section, like different brand other 

than Camlin can we be used for oil-pastel drawing, difference between Graphite and Charcoal pencils, 

whether oil pastel colours can be used in combination with other types of colours. Manjiri also talked 

about her source of inspiration, and created a captivating drawing in very short span of time, it was 

really an interactive session. 

 

Audience gave positive remarks for the event in the comments section and appreciated her drawing. 

Ishita then concluded the event by thanking the artist and the audience. 
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